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Carrom board game meaning in kannada

Search term: carrom. If you are sure of the correct writing of the term carrom then it seems that the term carrom is not available at this time in Kannada | ಕನಡ a dictionary database. Please try searching for the original term without the premedo, presclaim, or re-searching for the exact term carrom in the near future.OR Add/Suggest a carrom word that is
included in the databse. We appreciate your contributions. Thank you! Equipment The following dimensions vary significantly and are given only as an example of a league board. A Carrom board is a smooth, square flat wooden board that can be 72cm or 74cm square and should be placed 60 - 70cm above ground. At each angle is a round hole that can be
51mm in diameter and underneath each hole is a grid to catch pieces in the same way as a snooker board. Two lines are drawn on the table along the diagonal. These are bad lines. In the middle are two consensus circles - the central circle is the size of a piece, the main circle is about six times larger in diameter. Outside the circles and in a short way from
each side of the board are two straight lines parallel to the edges of the board. They must be about 3.8cm apart and the long thin area between them is terminated just before the foul lines diagonal at the ends by a red circle with a diameter of 3.8cm 3. This thin rectangtanm with a circle at either end is called the base line and the base line closest to the
player is the area where the player's striker must be played from there. There are nine dark or black pieces and nine pieces of light or white plus a red piece called the Queen. The fine pieces of wood are slightly smaller than strikers with a diameter of 3.8cm to 4.4cm. People often own their own striker which can also be made of bones or ivory and is usually
slightly heavier than the pieces although can vary in weight from half as heavy to four times as heavy as a piece. On some boards, potato starch, chalk dust or other lubricants are used to make sliding pieces easier on the surface of the board - the most common lubricant is boric acid. Prepare To decide who goes first, a player should hold a piece hidden in
one hand. If the opponent guesses exactly which hand, the opponent chooses the first one, otherwise the player will hide the selection piece. The first player aims to pocket the white pieces. The game is played by two opponents sitting opposite each other. For a start, the Queen is placed at the heart of the board. Six pieces are placed around the Queen
directly in a circle, each touching the Queen and their neighbors. The remaining twelve pieces are placed around the inner circle of six pieces, so that each outer piece touches the inner circle. Both circles should have alternating pieces in color. Two circles are oriented so that the Queen, a white piece from the inner circle and a white piece from the outer
circle are in a straight line towards the center of the side of the where the player will play first is sitting. Target players take turns to play. One turn includes one or more strikes. A player wins by pocketing all their chosen color pieces first. However, no player can win until one or the other player has covered the Queen. To cover the Queen, a player must
pocket one of his own pieces immediately after pocketing the Queen. If the Queen pockets but is not insured, the Queen will be returned to the board. Both players often try to cover the queen in addition to trying to win the game because a player who wins and also includes the queen receives bonus points. Stand out For each attack, the player must place
the striker in the BASE LINE OR on either circle at either end of the base line. A striker in the baseline must touch both the front line and the backline. The striker may not cut the moon - placed partly in the base line and partly in the circle. The player must swipe the striker with one finger so that it crosses the front base line - it is not allowed to swipe
backwards or horizontally. A piece that is above or behind the forward base line is not hit by the striker until the striker has crossed the forward base line. In highlights, the player's hand or arm must not cross the diagonal foul lines at either end of the base line. Basic Rule For the first turn, the player is allowed three attempts to break i.e. disturb the central
group of the counter. It doesn't matter which piece the striker hits first and it doesn't matter if the striker hits no piece. If a striker pockets the Queen and/or one or more pieces of his own color, the player grabs the striker and performs another attack. If the pocket player has no pieces or fouls, the turn ends. Include The Queen A player can only pocket and
cover the queen if the player has pocketed at least one piece of that player's color. If a player pockets the Queen before being allowed to cover it, the turn continues but the Queen is returned to the centre at the end of the turn. If a player pockets the Queen and one of his own pieces in the same turn, this counts and that player has covered the Queen. Such a
player must pocket at least one piece to cover the Queen as usual. When a player pockets the Queen but does not cover it, the Queen is returned by the opponent as close to the central circle as possible. Other Rules Pieces returned to the center can be placed on top of other pieces in the main circle. If pieces come to rest standing on their edge or
overlapping another piece, they are left as they are until moving again during the normal course of play. If this striker rests under another piece, the striker should be removed with as little disturbance to the cover piece as possible. Foul When a player fouls, go to the end immediately and a penalty is in ins arisen. The penalty is a pocket piece that is returned
to by opponents anywhere in the main circle. Any other part that needs to be returned to the board is also placed in the opponent's main circle. It is normal for pieces to be positioned to give an advantage to the opponent. A foul was recorded in the following situations: The striker was pocketed. The striker or any other piece leaves the board. A player pockets
the opponent's piece. If the Queen is also pocketed, it will be returned to the centre by opponents along with the penalty pieces. Any other piece pocketed in the same strike remains pocketed. A player pockets pieces of the ultimate opponent. Regardless of whether the Queen was insured, pieces of opponents were returned to the centre in addition to the
penalty piece. A player pockets the last piece before the Queen is covered. In this case both pocket pieces and a piece of punishment are returned to the center. A player who cons contrary to the rules for attacking. A player touches any piece in play, other than the striker. The first player to attack cannot break the counter in three attempts. In case a penalty
arises but no pocket piece exists to return, the penalty is owed until a piece becomes available. If a penalty is owed, when a piece becomes available due to pocketing, the piece is returned to the opponent's center at the end of the turn. If the opponent forgets to do this before the start of the next turn, any debt penalties are lost. Our app is nice too!
Dictionary. Translation. Vocabulary.Games. A price. Forum. List. And more... From Carrom kannada Meaning ೕರಂ See Carom., Use the meaning of bang, carom, clip, cuff, cut, dab, dint, dowse, fillip, hit, jab, kick, type, lunge, pat, skin, plug, punch, rap, sideswipe, Antonyms Not to be confused with Carom (orientation). Table game Carrom while playing A
Carrom Carrom Table (also spelled carom /carroms) is a table game of Indian origin. The game is very popular in South Asia and the Middle East, and is known by many different names in different languages. In South Asia, many clubs and cafes host regular tournaments. Carrom is very popularly played by families, including children, and at social functions.
Carrom is not a patented game. It's in the public domain. Different standards and rules exist in different fields. It became very popular in the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth kingdoms in the early 20th century. Origin Carrom Games originated in India. [1] A carrom table with a glass surface is still available at one of the palaces in Patiala, India. [2] It
became very popular among the public after World War I. State-level competitions were held in various Indian states in the early stages of the 20th century. Serious carrom tournaments may have started in Sri Lanka in 1935 but by 1958, both India and Sri Lanka had formed official federations of carrom clubs, sponsor tournaments and award prizes. [3]
International Carrom Federation[4][5] (ICF) (ICF) founded in 1988 in Chennai, India. The official rules for the Indian version of the game were published in 1988. In the same year, the ICF formally systemized the rules. The game has been very popular throughout South Asia, mainly in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal and the Maldives. The game
is also popular in many countries on the Arabian Peninsula, including Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Bahrain. It has become popular in the United Kingdom, Europe, North America and Australia, where it has been introduced by the Indian community. UKCF was founded in 1991 in London. The main job of this organization is to promote Carrom's games across
the UK and ensure the participation of UK players in all major international championships. The UKCF has hosted 3 Euro Cups in England and has had great success in the tournament with UK players. The UKCF has hosted national championships and tournaments across the UK every year. [6] The British Carrom Federation completed preparations for the
7th World Carrom Championships, held in Birmingham, United Kingdom from 7 November to 11 November. About 20 countries have confirmed their participation in the championships. [7] The American Carrom Association reports on competitions in the United States and Canada and has a list of player ratings as of the final tournament. [8] A group of
Carrom lovers grouped together in 2004 and formed the Pakistan Carrom Federation or PCF. PCF has worked to build clubs across Pakistan to promote and teach the game. The German Carrom Federation was founded in 1986 with the goal of supporting and maintaining Carrom's games. The federation saw German Carrom Club and teams throughout
Germany. The Italian Carrom Federation was founded in 1995 by a group if carrom enthusiasts and is responsible for the spread of the game throughout Italy. The federation is supported by a large number of volunteers who regularly run events across Italy to teach and educate about the game. The Japanese Carrom Federation was formed in 1997. In
2001, they moved to their new headquarters in Tokyo from Hikone. Originally set up to allow players to compete in tournaments abroad but held their first national championships in 2004 and now hosts tournaments, protests and training camps across Japan. , Europe, North America or Australia and is often imported from India. The most expensive tables
are made to high standards with high quality wood and decorations although cheaper tables are available. Some of the largest exporters of carrom board are in India, e.g. Precision, Surco, Syndicate Sports and Paul Traders. [11] [12][13] Game equipment is usually played on a board made of plywood. The size of the standardized game is a 29 inch (74 cm)
square playing surface on a board of lacquer plywood. The edges of the playable surface surrounded by wooden bumpers, wood, The understrem of each bag is covered with a grid that is 10 cm2 or larger. [14] Carrom man Carrom man and a striker, arranged at the beginning of a Carrom game are played using small plates of wood or plastic called carrom
men (sometimes abbreviated CM, c.m.c /m, etc.). These pieces, in addition to the special queen, can also be called seeds, coins, pawns (as in chess), or pucks. Carrom man is designed to slide when hitting and is made with a smooth surface that slides easily when placed flat on the board. They are attacked by a striker of a standard specification that is
bigger and heavier. Carrom follows similar attacks and game bags, like pools, with the use of rebounds, angles, and blockages of opponents' carrom pieces. A set of carroms contains 19 pieces (strikers do not include) in three separate colors; one for each player, and one for the queen. The usual colors are white (or unstained) and black for the player and
red for the queen. ICF-approved pieces must be no more than 3.18 cm in diameter and not less than 3.02 cm in diameter. The pieces must be between 7 and 9 mm thick. The pieces have a fair, rounded edge. The volume of the pieces must be from 5.0 to 5.5g. Striker pieces strikers are used to push the carrom men and queens across the board into
pockets. Carrom strikers usually weigh 15 grams. If the disk goes into the bag or any kind of foul the opponent can take a penny of the foul manufacturer and place anywhere on the board in the middle circle (while holding the first coin player should keep the coin on the board after the player can move the coin anywhere in the middle of the circle without lifting
the hand) the Red Disk Queen is called the queen; it is the most valuable piece. During the setting of the table, it is placed in the center of the circle. According to ICF regulations, pocketing the queen adds 3 points to the player's total score. The size of the queen must be the same as that of other carrom men. [15] The player must pocket the queen and then
pocket a carrom man of the player's own color. This is called covering the queen. If by mistake, a player puts a carrom man of the opposite team in the bag after pocketing the Queen, then the queen has been placed at the centre of the board again. If the player does not pocket the next carrom man, the queen is replaced at the center of the board. If the
player pockets the opponent's last carrom man before pocketing the queen, then it is a foul. If a player puts the queen and a carrom man of the player's own color in the bag with a use of striker, the queen is automatically insured, no matter which goes first. Fine grain powder powder is used on the board to allow the pieces to slide easily. Boric acid powder is
most commonly used for this purpose. [17] The EU classified Boric acid as a Serious Health Hazard and stated that the substance may damage fertility or the fetus. [18] In the UK, many players use Fire retardant spray powder from the printing industry has specific static properties with particles 50 micrometers in diameter. The powder is made from pure,
food-level plant starch. Standardization of rules and regulations Main article: Icf International Carrom Federation promulgates the International Carrom Rules (also known as Carrom Law). The ICF acts as the governing body of the carrom. The organization also ranks players, punishes tournaments and awards. The ICF has many national branches such as
the All India Carrom Federation, the Australian Carrom Federation and the American Carrom Association. The order of toss play is determined by the process of calling the men carrom or tossing. Before starting each match, a referee hides a black carrom in one hand and a white carrom man on the other. The players guessed the carrom man of color was
being held in each hand. The player correctly guesses the toss win. The winner of the first toss strike, called the open break. The winner of the toss has the option to change sides from white to black and give up the open break. The winner of the toss may not pass this decision to other players. If the winner of the toss chooses to change sides then the loser
must attack first. The player shooting the first shot (or break) plays the white carrom man. Opponents play black. If the player is unable to score any points then the player loses the turn and their opponent can choose to play any beneficial carrom man, Black or White. Shooting a pot successfully allows the player to shoot again. This means that, as in the
pool and snooker, it is possible for a player to pot all his pieces and cover the queen from the beginning of the game without the opponent being given the opportunity to shoot. Any player pocketing the Queen is required to cover it immediately by pocketing one of their carrom men on the benefit shot. If after potting the player queen does not include it, then
the queen is returned to the center of the table. It is illegal to pot the Queen after the last piece since the queen must always be covered. Thumbing is allowed by the International Carrom Federation to be captured with any finger including the thumb (known as a thumb, thumb, or thumb). Crossing the diagonal lines on the board by contacting it, pocketing the
striker was a foul. A player needs to make sure that his prominent hand does not violate/cross the in-air/physical diagonal lines. A foul player must return a man carrom has pocketed. If a player pockets his striker, he must pay a penalty. This penalty is usually 10 points. Professional variant Each team or player is given a color and can only pocket that color of
the carrom man. Pocketing the Queen must be followed by pocketing another coin in the same strike. Queen only can pocket if the player has pocketed a carrom man but does not Pocket the last carrom man of the player's color as a carrom man must be pocketed to cover it. Once the queen is insured, anyone who clears all of their carrom men first wins the
board. Queen and cover can be pocketed in the same turn, i wondering the order they enter the bag. The winner of a board collects one point for each carrom man of the opponent remaining at the finish and three points for the queen if covered by the winner (if covered by the loser, no one receives the points). No more points are collected for the queen after
your score reaches 21. a game consisting of 25 points. When placing the striker on the board to shoot, it must touch both base lines, either covering the final circle completely or without touching it at all. The striker may not touch the crossed arrow line. Shooting style may vary between players, but all shots must involve flicking the striker and not pushing it.
While players can direct their bodies to aim, they must stay seated for the shot. Carrom men can be hit directly only if they do not touch the player's base line or are located behind the base line. Under the new rules, if the carrom man is behind the base line, the player can directly hit the carrom man by the carrom striker unlike before we have to attack the
carrom man off any side of the carrom table or any other carrom piece on the board but not directly. The striker suffered a one-piece penalty and a missed turn. If a piece is pocketed in the same shot as the striker that piece is also removed. These pieces are returned to the board in the center circle. If the striker sinks in front of any carrom man of a player,
the player then has to return a carrom man after sinking to make up for the deficit. If while the queen and a carrom man are sunk on the same shot, the queen is considered covered regardless of the order in which the piece enters the bag. If a piece jumps off the board, it is placed in the center position. If the land is over or overlapping, they are left that way.
If the central position is partly covered when replacing the queen or a jumping piece, the piece should include as much red as possible. If fully covered, the piece is placed opposite the next player behind the red point. One can touch any coin, players can touch their last piece directly before the queen, No punishment is applied. If the player sinks the
opponent's piece, the player loses one turn. If a player sinks the opponent's last carrom man, they will lose the table and three points. If a player sinks their last piece before the queen, they lose the board, three points and one point for each piece of their remaining opponent. If the striker does not leave both lines, the player has another chance. After three
attempts without leaving the line the player loses their turn. [19] These rules are mainly played in England, Sri Lanka and India. Point Point carrom is a popular variant with children or an odd number of players. Each player is allowed to pocket the carrom carrom men any color. Carrom man of either color is indicated 1 point each. The Queen is given 3 points.
To get queen points, one needs to put a carrom man of any color in the same bag after the queen on top or a next strike in the same turn. If the player does not cover the queen in this fashion, the queen is put back at the center of the board. The first player to reach 25 points is declared the winner. If no player reaches 25 points, the player with the highest
score will be declared the winner. If the score is a draw, a tie-breaker must be played. Players are attached to select one color and are only allowed to pocket the carrom men of other colors on the rebound. Family-point Family-point carrom (also known as simple-point carrom) is an official variant that matches the number of odd players. Each player is
allowed to pocket the carrom men of any color. Typically, a black carrom man scores 10 points, and a white man scores 20 points The Queen scores 50 points. As in the point carrom, the queen must be covered pocketing a carrom man in the same bag on the same strike or next in one's turn. With the score system, if a team/player receives queen points
early in the game, opponents still have a good chance to win by earning more points. This style of play is widely accepted in many areas of Southeast Asia. Overall Black Men are worth 10 points and whites are worth 20 points. The Queen is given 50 points. As in the above two variants, it must have a pocket carrom man after it. To win, a player must get all
the carrom men on the board. [need clarification] After the first round, the player or team with the lowest score puts all their carrom men in the center. Others have to match this score in the centre and the players play for the carrom men in the centre. They repeat this until a team or player has all the carrom men. This style of play is widely accepted in many
areas of India and Pakistan. Carrom board variations board are available in different board sizes and corner bag sizes. There are smaller tables and boards with larger pockets. Tables with larger pockets are used by beginners for easier gameplay. On the traditional carrom board, the corner bag is only slightly larger than the carrom men, but smaller than the
striker. On the board with larger pockets, it is possible to pocket the striker, which leads to a head-like blow in the pool. This leads to a reason. In a due date, the player must return a previously pocketed carrom man to the board. Standard link and link sizes is a 74-× 74 cm (29 × 29 in) square play surface with a 5–10 cm (2–4 in) border. Other amusement
area sizes are not used in tournaments and competitions. Duboo Pakistan A popular variant of the game called duboo is played mainly in Karachi, Pakistan's largest city. In duboo, the size of the table is larger (2.50 x 2.50 feet) and the striker slips of flicked. American carrom Main article: Carrom Company American carrom is a variant developed circa 1890
in the United States by Christian missionaries to Asia who brought the game back to them. Concerned with the young boys loitering around the pool hall (where gambling is common), a Sunday school teacher named Henry L. Haskell changed the game to Western tastes. The majority of the game is the same, but the weight of the striker is reduced and the
carrom men are smaller. In general, instead of plates, carrom men (including strikers) were rings, originally wooden but today made of light plastic. In addition, as an alternative to using the fingers to flick forwards, some American carrom boards use miniature cue sticks. American carrom boards also have bags built into the corners, rather than round holes in
the board, to make the bag easier. While the traditional boards are made differently, the finely produced american carrom boards, by Michigan's Carrom Company, are squares 28 inches (71 cm) to the side, printed with chessboard patterns and backgammon, among others, and sold with dice , skittles, etc. to allow other games to be played on the same



board. These tables can also be printed with circular patterns to play crokinole. A relatively rare type among Western carrom boards is present after a variant known as a carrom maze, for an entirely different game. This side of the board, perhaps inspired by miniature golf, features a maze in the form of small plywood walls restricting carrom men to define
paths; The goal is to go through the maze with a single carrom man and reach the end of the maze with the fewest strokes, or be the first to finish the maze between competitors. Different parts of the maze include corners and traps that are difficult to navigate in the form of visually distinguished areas, in which the player's carrom fragments are not caught at
rest (or penalized for extra strokes or forced to relocate the player's carrom to a previous location). Active or bonus areas, often small and difficult to target, can provide shortcuts, allowing players to relocate carrom fragments to a location closer to the target and continue, or provide a reduction in the number of strokes, depending on the selected rules.
Carrom Carrom of Japan was imported into Japan in the early 20th century. Carrom became popular as tōkyūban (闘球盤, Japanese for pounding boards, fighting boards or handball), but became popular during the Shōwa period. However, carroms are still common in Hikone, Shiga under the name Hikone Karomu (Hikone carrom). The Hikone carrom board
has larger pockets (unlike that of pichenotte), the plates are arranged in one round (just like in Pichette), each player is given twelve plates instead of ripening, and the queen (known as the jack) is dropped (similar to Eight-ball or Black ball). South African fingers A variant of carrom is played in Africa under the name fingerboard (Afrikaans: vingerbord). The
board has larger pockets, the disks are arranged in one round, each player has ten discs instead of nine, and the queen (known as the donkey) is the last pocket. [to quote] ((clarification)) Fichapool Mexico Since 2008 there is a Mexican variant called fichapool or custom, fichapúl (from spanish ficha). The men (12 on each side) as strikers, are plastic rings.
Like the South African fingerboard, it has larger pockets. [20] Originally from the commercial Some companies copied Haskell's carrom game board. The transogram company created a version in the 1950s and called it Skooker. [21] Coleco recreated the 1980s with names such as Carom-playing Games Board with up to 202 copied games originating. [21]
Some variants in the 1970s were called the 101 Games Board and carom-playing 166 Games Board. [21] A stone box manufacturer created the Combinola and Crokinola variants. [21] Vintage Table See Also Crokinole Novuss Pichenotte Pitchnut Chapayev Football Button (game) Reference ^ History of Physical Education, p.209, SR Tiwari, APH Publishing
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